B100/I101 Turning in Program Assignments and Labs
Part II

This handout goes over some things that should be done with programming assignments before you turn them in.

**Homeworks**

1) Not accepted via email.

2) Due at beginning of class on due date.

3) Must have all pages stapled together.

4) No printouts with black background and white lettering.

5) Source code and output need to be turned in on printed sheets of paper. Do not hand write code.

6) Each problem needs its own separate program with output.

7) No screen dumps for outputs or source codes.

8) Program output is used to verify you have a working program and correct algorithm.

9) Each program needs enough test runs with sample output to show program is working, this means more than just one output tested. Do not need to test illegal cases unless problem specifies to test illegal data.

10) Output should contain hand written comments that explain why data was tested and what it shows.

10) Turning in program is like turning in a report. Should be nicely organized and easy to read.

**Labs**

1) Labs are due at beginning of next lab, if not able to finish during lab time.

2) Labs will almost never require you to print anything off.

3) Need to show me working program during lab time to get full credit.